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FOREWORD 
The thesis is based on work 
carried out under the direction of Mr. P.G» G-uest M.Sc. 
A. Inst. Phys. during 19W and 1950, For the first 
twelvemonths the author was an Honours student at the 
University and for the latter had the help of a 
Commonwealth Research' Grant, The thesis deals with 
the developement of new techniques for 
(a) photoelectrically recording a Stellar Transit 
(b)the automatic counting of interference fringes 
(c) the photoelectric delineation of the intensity 
distributions of fringe patterns 
and describes 
a variation of the Michelson interferometer which used as 
a refractometer will possess certain advantages over 
existing instruments. 
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Chapter I 
THE AIM 
The ability of the Photomultiplier 
tube to produce relatively large output currents from small 
light fluxesmakes the photoelectric recording of stellar 
transits distinctly possible. For the same reason3 the 
automatic counting of interference fringes becomes feasible. 
Although its response varies with wavelength so that it does 
not measure energy directly5 it is superior to the photo-
graphic plate- microphotometer method of determining 
intensity distributions. Consequently, with it a more 
/^direct approach to their study might be made. 
oo 
^ Photographic methods have the 
o 
crt definite disadvantage that the blackening of the plate 
is a complicated function of intensity and exposure time. 
This necessitates a series of calibration exposures whose 
intensities are known. In addition, local variations in 
emulsion sensitivity, non-uniform developement and plate 
grain place limitations on the precision obtainable with 
photographic photometry. The simple photocell, the Photo-
multiplier tube and the Thermocouple5 when used with 
suitable precautions give a response which is linear with 
respect to intensity, and afe capable of giving more precise 
results than the photographic plate. In point of fact, 
the ghtrtomutiplier tube has been found to be of great use 
I9293 
in Spectroscopy, where it has been possible by scanning 
the spectrum to record directly the intensity variations 
at different wavelengths. Such methods offer particular 
4 
advantages in the study of Raman spectra , where the fact 
that the parent line is so much more intense than its 
satellites causes the problem of exposures to be difficult. 
The apparejat^ great d±ss±mt^4±y 
'lip 
bet-ween the recording of a stellar transit and the counting 
of an interference fringe disappears , when considered from 
the point of view of technique. 
In those systems where interfer-
ence arise from the superposition of two coherent beams 
the intensity variation of the light is represented by 
Where 
Figure I represents this distribution. 
On the other hand the passage of 
a star across the field of view of a telescope which has 
several cross hairs in the focal plane of its eyepiece9 
may be represented by figure 2. 
In this case the maximum intensity 
will be a function of the magnitude of the star and the 
aperture of the telescope, while the time between successive 
Minima will depend on the declinrtion of the star and the 
spacing of the cross hairs. 
If it could be arranged to have 
the output of the Photomultiplier trigger a pulse at say A9 
in f igurel. then such a technique would give a count of 
fringes. On the other hand if a circuit was tripped at "both 
A and B in figure 2 then it would be possible to determine 
the instant a star was bisected by the cross hair* 
Therefore3 any attempt to develop 
these techniques would require some such scheme as is 
represented in block form by figure 3» 
In fringe counting the output of 
the amplifier might be coupled directly to a chart recorder 
and the intensity distribution of the fringe system delineated 
The pulses from the trigger circuit might be impressed on tl„ . 
record or fed into a scaler. However^ the aim with stellar 
transits would be to record the pulses on a chronograph 
which simultaneously was receiving signals from an Astron-
omical clock. 
These then are. in outline, the 
problems. In practice however3 the conditions were found to 
be far from ideal and the difficulties the t were struck 
together mith the means taken to overcome them will form 
the subject matter of subsequent chapters. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
ki The Electron Multiplier Phototube 
Prior to 1936, the phenomenon of 
secondary emission was studied more from the point of view 
of reducing its effect than enhancing it* The only practical 
use to which it had been put was bp Hull in the developement 
of the Dynatron oscillator. In i936, Zworikin, Malter and 
Morton* published details of a phototube which employed 
secondary emission to amplify the photocathode current. 
Essentially, amplification by 
secondary emission involves the focussing of the photo-
electrons onto an electrode which has been sensitised for 
secondary emission. The secondary electrons, released from 
this electrodebr dynode are in turn, focussed onto another 
dynode. The process is repeated for as many stages as is 
desired. In practice the number of stages is limited by 
the overall voltage and by the difficulty of electrode 
design. 
The number of secondary electrons, 
emitted from the dynode, depends on the work function of 
the surface and the velocity with which the primary beam 
strikes it f If fehere are ' n' stages, then the overall 
current amplification is ideally, M= mn, where m is the 
gain per stage. 
7 
It has been found', that for primary 
electron velocities lying between 20 and 1000 electron volts 
the great majority of of secondary electrons are emitted 
from all surfaces with velocities lying between 2 to 6 
electron volts. Tnese are regarded as true secondaries. 
Consequently, the current amplification is dependent not 
only on the surface but also on the voltage existing between 
each electrode. Multipliers are usually, designed to operate 
5 
with equal voltages between stages * If then the overall 
voltage fluctuates 9 its variations will be reflected in the 
output current of the tube", so that the supply must be well 
regulated. 
Investigation'i of the secondary 
emission ratio ''m1 as a function of the primary current 
up to J000 electron volts, reveals , in general, that 'm1 
increases with Vp, passes through a broad maximum lying 
between 400 and 800 electron volts and slowly decreases 
as Vp further increases. The highest values of 'm' have 
been found for composite surfaces such as Mg~Ag.( 10 at 
400 ev) and Cs-Csp0-Ag (8 at 4-00ev) • Unfortunately, these 
surfaces give off a copious stream of thermionic electrons 
even at room temperature so that if used as emissive 
suifaces there is a high current output even when the photo-
cathcde is not exposed to light. The noise of this current 
limits the detection of signals. Consequently, a compromise 
has to be struck in order to have low thermionic emission 
allied with good photoelectric and secondary emission* 
The surfaces so far found to be 
suitable are the Sb-Cs and Cs-Bi combinations. The former 
combines a good spectral response with a low thermionic 
current. It is useful in the UV to Yellow regions of the 
spectrum and its threshold occurs at about 6,^00 A. 
The latter surface extends a little further into the fed 
regions of the spectrum, having a threshold at 75500 A. 
Its relative spectral response is , however, much poorer 
than the former* 
Because of the difficulty of 
thermionic emission, no satisfactory multiplier has been 
developed as yet for the red regions of the spectrum. 
Sinca* the photoelectric and 
secondary emission is instantaneous , the frequency response 
of the tubes is flat up to those frequencies at which the 
6 
transit times of the electrons becomes appreciable- I&i/; 
response to light fluxes has been found to be linear 
-20 -9 
over a range of photocathode current of 10 to 10 
ampere. 
Many different types of electrode 
structure have been designed. T^ e particular tubes used in 
all this work employ a circular arrangement as shown in 
figure 4. 
fig. 4 
B» The Detection of Small Liaht Signals 
In any measurement of small signals 
the limit is determined by the magnitude and nature of the 
fluctuations inherent in the recording equipment. The 
fluctuations may be either systematic or random in nature 
and great or small in size. In most circumstances disturbances 
which are systematic can be overcome with suitable precautions• 
On the other hand random fluctuations which may be considered 
to be the aggregate of a large number of elementary 
disturbances originating from a great number of unrelated 
sources , cannot be reduced completely to zero. 
These inherent disturbances , 
which vary in an irregular arbitrary manner afe technically 
described as noise. Statistically, they are characterised 
by no sharply predominant frequency. 
Since noise by nature is random^ 
its treatment is statiscal. Again3 since no information 
can be given as regards instantaneous values3 conclusions 
cmst be expressed in terms of mean values. It is in terms 
of these mean values that the signal limit in both accuracy 
and detection is defined. 
In the detection of signals wit&*'' 
-fpB& a thermionic amplifier, thermal agitation of the 
electrons in the grid resistor of the first . tube 
together with the noise from the tube itself, determine 
the limit. It is here th.t the signal has its least valuej 
In photometers developed to reveal the presence of snail 
light intensities additional noise arises in the phototube. 
Furthermore when such photometers are applied to Astronomicp.l 
observation scintillation is the cause of a further random 
disturbance. This may be termed atmospheric noise. 
When the faintness of the signal 
is such that it is masked by the noise remaining as the 
natural limit of the circuit5 the only possible remedy 
is to raise the level of the signal. 
":Simple phototube photometers 
have their signal limit defined by the nrise level of 
the following amplifier. The advantage of the photomultiplier 
is that the virtual limit of the circuit is determined not9 
by the noise of the following circuits , but by the shot 
noise of the current between the cathode and the first > 
dynode. 
Since the smallest light fluxes 
found in practice are those which occur in Astronomy, the 
advantages of the photomultiplier are best revealed by 
comparison with a photometer which uses a simple phototube. 
Such a discussion must be based on the virtual light limit 
of the two methods together with the delicacy and 
complexity of the measuring technique. 
B (i) Noise in itolifiers 
The most fundamental and inevitable 
source of noise in an amplifier arises from thermionic noise 
in the grid resistor of the first tube.Here, the signal is 
at Its lowest. Consequently the aim In amplifier design 
.&l &o reduce all other sources of noise "below thet of 
thermal agitition. These other sources are indigenous 
to the tube. 
The input element of astronomical 
photometers is a high resistence !R( in parallel with its 
own shunt capacity, and that of its leads and of the input 
of the amplifier. In such circuits the external noise alone 
is important. This external noise is made up of the grid 
resistor noise and the shot effect of the grid current. 
The mean square noise voltage 
appearing across the grid resistor due to thermal agitation 
9 
is . 
Where 
of 'f1 for which 
Substi tut ion in (I) and integrat ing gives 
E^= 2 7 r k T R f o (3) 
"Where e = the electronic charge =1.6 x 10 ^coulomb 
I = the grid current in anpere. 
Again, the mean squ:re noise voltage 
due to the shot effect of the grid current is given by, 
r°0 
Whence, by considerations similar to those thft led to 
equation 3* 
"1 | = we Ig R2 f0 — - — — ( 5 ) 
Tj->e total anplifier noise is 
therefore 
Consequently,if S be the signal 
current
 9 the total signal to noise ratio of the amplifier 
is 
From equation (6) it follows 
that to increase the signal to noise ratio of such an 
amplifier 
(a ) R must be made as large as possible 
(b) I must be nade as small as possible 
o 
The optimun resistor will be given by 
R = 2kT 
elg 
The signal to noise ratio will be increased by only 40 ^  
if R is made infinite. 
Special tubes which are 
characterised by extremely small grid currents ( of the 
order of I0~*5 ampere) have been developed. However the 
input capacity of such tubes cannot be reduced much below 
1.6 x I0"11 farads so that if R is made greater than 1 0 ^ 
ohcs the time constants of the circuit become unduly long. 
Moreover the apparatus becomes complex since the amplifier 
nasa to be housed in evacuated and well shielded surroundings 
The measuring technique is delicate . 
B (i|~ ) Noise from the Phototube 
fue shot noise from the photoelect 
10 
12 
current is given by? 
Hence, the mean square noise 
voltage produced across the grid resistor is 
Cqsequently. 
Where Is is the photoelectric current and M is the-
Multiplication vi/ithin the tube. 
B (iii)_Seeing Noise from Stellar Scintillation 
Astronomical photometry is 
complicated by stellar scintillati on • The classica.l 
TO TA TC" 
explanations of this phenomenon J ? ' s have recently 
been questioned, 5 ' , but5 observation reveals three 
distinct effects. 
(a) A real and apparently random \ep.riation 
in the intensity of the starlight . 
(b) Fluctuations in the position of the star 
in the focal pl^ne of the eyepiece at right angles to the 
line of sight. 
(c) Fluctuations in the point of focus of the 
incident rays. 
A fourth source of noise nay be 
the random arrival of the light quanta themselves but this 
is of no importance until surfaces with a quantum efficiency 
greater than 30 °/ are developed. 
Tfte ideal photometer would 
produce results whose accuracy was limited only by the 
degree of seeing, of which the chief factor is (R)• 
This Variation in the light intensity will be reflected 
in the photocuxrent and hence impressed on the grid of 
II 
the amplifying tube. a£e rb' $ W and *d' effects nay 
also contribute to the noise since there is a tendency 
for the sensitivity of the cathode to vary over its area. 
In the case of the Photomultiplier where the sensitivity 
is rather critically defined 9*20, 'b* and 'c1 night be 
important. 
The intensity variations of 
starlight have been studied21. The mean square fluctuations 
in intensity have been empirically expressed as 
Where <y = the intensity of the starlight 
f " zenith distance 
D = aperture of the telescope 
and c and b are1 constants * 
The frequency of these fluctuations was found to be of the 
mrder of hundredths of a second. 
Consequently the mean square noise 
voltage developed across the grid resistor nay be 
written as 
f 
A is the seeing eonstanfc^TMs means that although the 
oright stars yield more noise voltage rt the input gricJ 
than faint stars9 the signal to noise ratio of starlight 
is independent of the magnitude of the star. It is 
however, a function of the altitude being greatest for 
stars in the zenith and least for stars on the horizon. 
B(iv) The Amplifier Limit. 
Tv,e amplifier limit can bo defined 
as that condition for which the amplifier noise is equal to 
the signal noise. 
12 
It follows therefore that for 
given conditions there is a value of M such that the 
phototube and seeing determine the limit» 
The sinple phototube can give 
rise to an anplificction M by gaseous multiplication* 
22 
However, the multiplication of such tubes is at most 100,. 
Consequently, to develop conditions where the photocell and 
seeing limit the signal , large input resistors nre 
required with a corresponding increase in the time constant 
of the eircuit. 
B(v) Noise in Electron Multipliers 
The complete theory of noise 
for electron multipliers was given in 1938. The final 
expression for the mean square noise current associated 
with an 'n' stage multiplier was found to be 
t**fi ***5"Z*** "^.v,>f --<I3) 
Where ]_ = the noise current in the output 
ft 
stage• 
J^ = the direct component of the 
input current. 
07-^  = is the amplification of the 
rth stage 
Ti = the mean square shot noise in 
the input 
/ or 
*V - — 7 " relative mean square deviation 
/*l= faixiti- a?^} = the overall nult ipl icat ion, 
It call be seen from (13) tbfe&.' 
the first tern is merely the shot noise in the first 
stage of the tube. In the derivation no assumption is 
made as to the nature of this noise. 
When a single stpge only is 
considered the result becomes, 
This equation indicates that each stage introduces a 
noise proportional to 
(a) the average current le'ving the str.ge 
(b) the product 'mb! of that stage. 
The genesis of each component of the second tern follows 
immediately. 
If the rth factor is considered 
Which can be written as5 
and may be represented by9 
AxBxC. TJien A is just the expression for the shot noise 
corresponding to the output from the rth plats* B is the 
modifying factor 'mbT for the stage; C is the multiplication 
for all the subsequent stages. 
If 'm1 and •b1 are the same for 
all stgges (13) may be summed to give3 
Therefore for a given 'm' the most important quantity is 
•b1. If rbT is zero, the multiplier itself introduces no 
noise but amplifies only that present in the input. 
14-
Bqnat^on (I?) may also be written 
3E-". • ^ • • • • ' f y t S & Y * * ' — M ': 
In their original paper Zwrikin, 
Malter and Morton developed a noise theory based on the 
assumption that::the number of secondaries enitted per 
primary could be any value from zero to N. The probability 
that an electron be emitted is n/N. If m is held constant 
while N is allowed to go to infinity the Poisson distribution 
Where p(g) is the probability that t^t electrons 
are emitted. 
From the properties of the •?£•;'.• \ 
distribution it follows that b= (m)~ . For all practical 
purposes the Poisson distribution may be assumed.Consequently, 
if the shot noise in the input current is 
Under ordinary circumstances 
Mm»I f so that in practice calculation of the noise current 
in the output of the photomultiplier can be based on 
It is evident from (1$) that 
for m= 5 ? 35°/o of the noise is due to• stavtlsticai:!.* t U ^ 
fluctuations in gain. In one application this variation 
in gain has been found to set the limit td> the accuracy 
a 
of measurement* 
a Private communication from Dr. Giovanelli, Photometry 
Division of the CglRO, Sydney, N.S.W.' 
• m 
B(vi) Comparison of the Photonuitiplier_j^th_^-g.te^§M 
Phototube 
From consider;tions similar tc 
those which led to equation (I2); the amplifier limit 
when & sinple photocell is replaced by a photonultiplier 
2 -
Casel Alj, sec 1 = 0 
This case nay be taken as I '•"• 
representing conditions in which the photometer is used 
for measuring steady light sources. As mentioned in section » 
and is discussed in section C there is a measurable output 
due to thermionic current even at ; room tenperrtures. It is 
of the order of IO"^ ampere and in the following discussion 
this value -will be assumed. 
Consequently3 equation (21) 
becomes, 
fl^> Sxto*/^ + ao^ (22) 
Similar reasoning applied to (12) gives a value slightly 
greater than (22) since they differ only by m/(n-I). 
In practice , therefore, equation (22) will give the 
order of multiplication reuired to set the amplifier liuit 
in both cases. 
Tve general type of amplifier 
tube has a grid current of the order of I0~9 ampere so that 
Con- a following amplifier designed about these tubes 
On til© other baind, an aaflif er 
employing electrometer tubes would have an amplifier Unit 
\ defined by 
4 > ^ / o * / ^ ~ * ^ • (22*2) 
T :ese equations indicate that 
the minimum multiplication is given approximately by 
I Ajf/j ~ sxm*^ A;< / a l t . 
It can be seen that when M bee ones 
such that ordinary gas multiplication can be used the tine 
constants of the circuit begin to1-become long. It is also 
to be noticed that the minimum amplification able to be 
used with ordinary amplifier tubes is of the order of 300 
which is much too large for gas multiplication.. 
Case II. A sec k t 0 
If sec £ = I the equat. 'on gives tfc£ 
necessary value for M for either 
(a) Photometry of Zenith stars 
or 
(b) The direct recording of spectral line 
intensities from , say3 e.n arc source- L in this case 
would describe the noise associated' with the sputtering 
of the arc. A
 3 in general9describes the random fluctuations 
of the source. 
C(i) The Dark Current _ 
Tne dark current may be ascribed to 
24 three causes , 
(a) Ohmic Leakage 
(b) Thermionic? Emission 
(c) Regenerative Ionisation 
17 
Ohnic leakage arises fron leakage 
over the deposited Cs . on the walls; and from leakge over 
the base and the socket. As can be seen fron figure 5 
25 
Figure 5 
this leakage, is the dominant factor up to about 60 volts 
per stage* If tfttis- is subject to iandon and sudden 
fluctuations it can be disturbing.'The nore recent tubes 
have a separate anode cap in order to increase the leakage 
paths between the anode pnd the dynodes. We have found 
by renoving the anode lug fron the socket and connecting 
directly to the anode pin thet the;.dark, currant ia.-reduced by 
a factor of 10. Renoval of the anode pin altogether has been 
A A A 2 6 
advised• 
Above 60 volts per stage the 
dark current due to thermionic emission beeones important. 
It increases with increase of voltage per stage , as is 
to be expected since it is anplified in the sane nanner as 
a signal. 
For voltages per stage greet 2r 
than 110 volts instability begins- This is due to positive 
ion feedback and is a regenerative ionisation process. Ttk& 
tube tends to break down between 140 and 180 volts per stage. 
18 
Because of this instability it is customary to operate 
these tubes between 60 and 110 volts per stage depending 
on the current gain required. 
C(ij^ ) Techniques for the reduction QJ Dark Current 
Provided equation (20) is satisfied 
the noise of the photometer nay be described by equation (19)-
Corisequentlyj the remedy for increasing the Signal to noise 
ratio when the signal is such that it is equpl to the noise3 
is 
(a) Increase the signal 
(b) Reduce the noise 
In the regions where the thernionic 
current is dominant the logical approach--' to reducing 1^ 
are 
(i) Reduce the cathode area 
(ii) Increase the quantum efficiency 
(iii) Reduce the temperature 
To the user (iii) is the only practical method. 
k close study of the effects of 
tenperature reduction has been made by Engstron. A 
tenperature variation from +40°C to -I90*C revealed 
an increase in the signel to noise ratio of the order of 
40 decibel. The estimated linit was 2xI0~ ampere $ the 
equivelent of a photocatliode • current of 2xI0~2* anpere. 
A very snail light fiux indeed. 
Such snail.currents require 
special techniques whiah, though complicated, are not as 
delicate as electrometer or electrometer tube amplifier 
meth°ds. When a Photomultiplier tube is opereting with 
a gain of IO^ - it means that for every electron leaving 
the cethode , on the average the above number reach the anode. 
This generation nay be compared to tite Geiger counter 
mechanism and the counting circuits developed for use 
with then nay be equally as well applied to the burst of 
19 
electrons from the Photomultiplier tube. It "becomes 
possible to count the individual electon pulses. --• •?• 
The only requirement . is th&i they be counted for long 
enough to be statistically sure of the nunber of electrons 
per unit time- Moreover if the pulses are observec on a 
Cathode Ray Oscillcgraph9 the distribution of pulse 
heights Ytfill be found to be skew9 with the majority 
of the pulses small. Such small pulses will necessarily 
be due to electrons emitted from the- various secondary 
staged -with1!!! the tube and th.ir height w£XX be dependent 
on the overall multiplication they hrve undergone. If it 
is arranged to discriminate against these smaller pulses 
the signal to noise ratio ma.y be further increased. 
"** 27 28 C(ili) Coincidence- Counting Techniques 9 ' 
Electron Multiplier tubes have 
been found to posses distinct advantages in the field or 
particle counting. Their ability to detect snail light 
fluxes has given rise to the use as scintillation counters. 
Tr.e noise problem has been quite ingeniously overcome. 
Two or three multipliers are arranged so as to look at the 
various faces of the crystal. Ttte output of the multiplier 
is fed into a double or triple coincidence circuit. 
Since the thermionic emissive 
process is entirely random, '--the chances of coincidences 
are small. Howev©r3 when a particle strikes the crystal 
the cathodes of the tubes are simultaneously energised 
giving rise to a coincidence count. In this »nner the 
noise level can be reduced to one or two counts per five 
minute interval. 
D. Conclusion. 
The characteristics of the 
Shot ©multiplier have been outlined in order to demonstrate 
its usefullness ifltsfehe detection of weak light sources.. 
20 
However, while it is eminently suitable for weak sources 
it ceases to possess any advantage over the simple 
photocells when the light intensities are large. 
Furthermores in the red regions of the spectrum a dimple 
type cell must be used. 
The limitation;- of signals by 
noise has been treated in some detail because noise has 
played an important part in the ;;attempt to develop a 
photoelectric recorder of stellar transits. Moreover, the 
various difficulties attendent to the detection of weak 
light sources by ordinary photometric means has been : 
mentioned in order to indicate the advantages accnaaing 
from a successful method of recording intensity distributions 
and the sutomatic counting of fringe shifts. 
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Chapter III 
The Intensity Distribution of Fringe Systems and the 
Automatic Counting of Fringes. . 
A} Introduction 
It is customary to consider 
interference under two headings. When the interference 
effects can be considered to be due to the superposition 
of individual wavelets of the wave front the resultant 
redistribution of the light is termed diffraction. Cn 
the other hand, when the superposition arises from the 
combination of two or more beams that have originally 
issued from from the same source3 the redistribution 
of the light is called interference* Instruments whish 
perform the separation and recombination are called 
interferometers• 
T'-e patterns that arise in 
interferometers can be due to a redistribution of the 
light or a complementary pattern is formed elsewhere. la 
the first case the brighter parts collect energy from the 
darker portions. Although the brighter portions of the 
pattern are more intense than would be expected from 
the addition of two beams of equal intensity, the mean 
intensity of the pattern is equal to the sum . •• 
of tie two separate intensities. Fresnel's Biprism9 the 
Diffraction irating and the Lummer P^ate are examples of 
this class. However, with Newtons Rings and the Michelson 
and Fabry-Perot interferometers complementary patterns are 
formed. The bright portions of the complementary pattern 
correspond to the dark portions of the observed pattern. 
Interferonetric techniques are 
developed about two essential principles, 
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(a) Division of Wavefront 
(b) Division of Amplitude 
With the first class the greater the area over -which 
the wavefront must be in phase, the smaller must be the 
angle the source subtends at the wavefront. Methods based 
on this principle require a point or line source- If the 
point or line source be greater than a certain optimum 
value the fringes disappear. The coherent wavefronts, 
emerging in slightly different directions from the source 
are further separated by mirrors,prisms or lenses and finally 
brought together to form the interference bands. The Fresnel 
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Biprism and Bimirror, the Trinirror system of Vautier
 9 the 
Billet split lens and the Rayleigh Refractometer belong to 
this class. 
The second principle is applied 
by dividing the bean by partial reflexion at a silvered 
mirror. The transmitted and reflected beams retain a point 
to point correspondence so that any peculiarities in one 
are also present in the other. Consequently, however 
complex the original wavefront is
 9 the clearness of the 
interference effects is not impaired. In general, therefore 
the effects are much brighter since it allows an extended 
source to be used. The interference patterns of thin films, 
the interferometers of Jamin, Mach-Zehnder, Michelson and 
Fabry-Perot rely on this principle. 
In special instances
 3 
interferometers in the second category can be modified 
and used as an instrument of the former class. T'-ere is 
both a division of wave front and amplitude. It has many 
additional qualities and behaves in an entirely different 
way. The classical examples are the Twyman and Green 
modification of the Mich&lson and the Fizeau interferometer. 
The interferometer developed in the course of t|&s -work 
and described in a later section is another ^ostance of the 
combination of the two principles. 
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B) The Fundamentals of ^nto^ff^-nnce.^ODtic^ 
(1) Interference^ 
In the consideration of 
interferometers as described in section A , the wave nature 
of light is taken into account in so far as several 
coherent pencils are combined, this being done in such a 
way as to allow for their difference in phase. Tfre 
diffraction phenomena occuring at the boundaries are not 
of essential importance in this type of device. 
When a plane wave is reflected 
from a wedge of small angle the superposition of the waves 
reflected from the back and front sides of the wedge will 
yield an increased or decreased resultant disturbance 
depending on the phase difference of the emerging waves -
This phase difference depends only on the optical pa.th 
between the two f^ ces of the wedge. Consequently3 there 
will be places where the disturbance is intensified and 
others where it is weakened. The resulting illumination 
depends on whether the path difference at the front surf-" 
is an integralnumber of whole wavelengths or half 
wavelengths. In the former instance, the resulting 
illumination is intensified in the latter instance it is 
weakened. Tfte eye or photographic objective focussed on 
the upper surface of the wedge will see a system of light 
and dark bands. These are the eqmi-thickness curves of the 
wedge. If the angle of the wegge is not small, the rays 
at a give'n point have different path differences. The 
visibility of the fringes decreases considerably even for 
monochromatic light • Also, if the divergence of the 
incident beam is too large so that the path difference 
at a given point of the wedge is not the same for all . 
rays , the visibility of the fringes will bo impaired. 
Conversely, if a divergent bean 
is allowed to fall on a plane parallel plate, the difference 
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in inclination of the rays gives rise to a path difference 
Between the rays reflected from the two surfaces. This 
path differnce is 2tc'osa. 
Where t= thickness of the plate 
a = angle of incidence 
rand the index of refraction of the plate is the sane as 
that of the surrounding medium. 
For those directions where 
2t cos cc = p\ (with p integral) (i) 
there is light. But, for those directions where 
2tcos a = (p+,£-) *• (ii^  
there is darkness. 
Since there is complete symmetry 
about the normal, all rays making an angle 'a* with the 
normal yield a circle in the focal plane of a telescope 
focussed for infinity. The fringe system therefore consists 
of concentric circles. 
Again, if the superposition of the 
two coherent waves is brought about by diffraction as in th^ 
aase of Fresnel or Fraunhoffer diffraction through a double 
slit the sane conditions (i) and (ii) apply. The fringes 
are- no longer localised at a surface of at infinity however? 
but may be considered to be localised in space. 
Nevertheless, it was precisely 
this diffraction effect being used to produce interference 
that gave rise to adverse criticism of Young's experiments. 
The independent developement of the wave theory of li^ht 
by Fresnel was climaxed by his bimirror and biprism 
demonstrations of interference. By such methods interference 
cccurred without the aid of diffraction to bring the beams 
together. 
Unfortunately, all such classical 
methods give patterns which are complicated by a subsidiary 
diffraction envelope. TM.S diffraction arises from the 
fact that the waves proceeding frap. the virtual sources 
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are abruptly cut-off at sone point of union in the 
apparatus. Besides complicating the pattern it sets a 
limit to the accuracy -with which the centre of a fringe 
can be judged. It was precisely this nodulation by 
diffraction that presented the chief flifficulty to the 
attempt to count fringe shifts photoelectrically. 
(ii) Diffraction 
The disturbance at a point P 
situated on the opposite side of a plane screen to a source 
Q5 when the screen contains an aperture is given by, 
( Joos: Theoretical Plysics p367) 
unit normal to the plane of the screen 
radius vector drawn from Q to a point 
of the aperture 
radius vector drawn from the point 
to the same point of the aperture 
distance of the point source from the origin 
of the co-ordinates 
= the distance of the observer from the origin 
element of a rea of the vdave f r o n t . 
Where 
and 
where are the co-ordinates of the point of the 
aperture 
direction cosines of the line R 
direction cosines of the line R 
If the points P and Q are situated 
jifc distances such that the terms containing 
to the secong degree are snail, then substitu tion of 
and 
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in equation (I) will express Fraunhoffer Diffraction 
phenomena. On the other hand, if conditions are such 
that the second order terns cannot be neglected then 
equation (I) containing the appropriate expression for 
will describe Fresnel Diffraction effects. 
(a) Fraunhmffer Diffraction by N slits. 
In this case $£t,^reduces to 
Let the width of the slits be ra! 
and length 'b1 such that 'b1 » 'a1. Moreover, if ,il and 
•01 are the angles the incident and diffracted rays nake 
with the slit then, 
If the distance between the centres of the slits be- ' df 
a d the opaque pottion be of width 'c1 then. 
where the origin of the system is taken as the centre of the 
first slit and 
Integration gives 
geometrical progression sunned to N terns 
Whence
 9 
ie 
where 
where 
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Case, of N = 2 
Equation (I.iii) reduces to 
J - 4-1 CQS^Y <?™1yS (I.iv) 
ie
 X* x#x4 
Where I = 4 I0 cos2 o is the intensity distribution 
corresponding to the wavefronts proceeding from two 
coherent sources. On the other hand I. is the modulation 
of this primary pattern owing to y^ avefronts being distorted 
in shape by the edges of the slits. The resultant intensity 
distribution is a function .of both Y and B • They are 
not independent. 
The expression for If is 
characteristic of interference patterns produced by two 
coherent beans of equal intensity and whose phase difference 
is o = 2® • This is the distribution graphed in 
chapter I in which the pattern is assumed free of any 
diffraction whatsoever. 
(b) Fresnel Diffraction and tha Cornu Spiral 
Suppose the source to be a' line 
of light of infinite extent in the rj direction and that 
the normal from the point of observation to the line 
source passes through the edg© of <£ slit and is 
perpendicular to the plane of the screen. 
In this case aQ = a = 0 and 
is called the Cornu Spiral. 
The integrals themselves, give 
upon integration infinite series which may be evaluated 
in several ways. Tables of these Fresnel integrals for 
values of the argument 'v1 from 0 tc J can be found in 
most textbooks on optics. However9 values for arguments 
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greater than 5 appear to have been done only once. 
They are for v=5 to v=8»5» 
Once the spiral has been drawn 
it can be employed to answer a number of questions 
approximately. For specific problems the tabulated values 
may be used. Although tedious the method ia" most accurate. 
C. The intensity Distribution of the Fresnel Brprism 
For various reasons but chiefly 
its simplicity the particular method of producing 
interference fringes9 chosen initially, was the Fresnel 
Biprism. T'J^  fringes are easy to find. The apparatus is sinpl 
The counting of the fringes produced by it night have 
advantages in applied optics. 
In order to gain some idea of 
the light distribution several sweeps of the pattern were 
made. (Figures 6,7 and 8). To select the fringes a 
second slit of adjustable width was placed at some 
convenient point along the optical bench. With 
the patterns of figures 6 and 7 a low power microscope 
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was focussed on the slit. The photonultiplier looked 
at the eyepiece of the microscope in precisely the sane 
manner as the arrangement for the telescope.(See sectionD 
Chapter III)-
Since the microscope nethod 
cut down considerably on the available light the technique 
was changed for plot 8. In this case the selecting slit 
was placed sone 300 ens from the biprisu and a Ransden 
eyepiece focussed on the slit which had been adjusted to 
a fraction of the. width of a fringe. A length of pipe 
extending fror.i the biprisn to the selecting slit cut down 
on the amount of stray light entering the systen. 
Ttie fringes were swept passed 
the selecting slit by mounting the biprisn on on a fine screw 
travel. The output of the Photonultiplier was amplified by 
a bridge type anplifier in the case of plots 6 and 7 and 
figure 6 is of interest because it indicated that a successful 
nethod nust employ a highly stable amplifier. The hi^h rate 
of drift evidenced in plot 6 would never do. 
Figure 7 is a later plot in 
wMEh the instability of the amplifier was somewhat 
overcome by rebalancing the anplifier at zero light 
before each and every reading of the nilliameter. Figure 
8 is a later plot in which the amplifier, of figure 9 was 
used. Its stability was such that direct runs eould be 
made across the pattern. 
It was evident9fron figures. 
7 and 8 which9 in their essential caaracteristicsjare 
identical that the modulation of the system by the 
diffraction pattern would make the presetting of a 
trigger circuit impossible. This enveloping pattern 
caused some minima to be greater than some maxima in 
absolute..intensity In any fringe sweep therfore, some 
fringes woulfi most certainly be missed. 
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In order to check these 
distributions the b^prisn patterns were photographed 
and the intensity variations recorded with a Moll micro-
photometer. Fig 10 is a print of the pattern in which 
diffraction almost masks the interference. Fig II is a 
print and fig. 12 a microphotoneter trace with constants' 
sinilar to those plotted with the Photonultiplier tube. 
Examination of these patterns 
reveals 
(i) When the width of the diffraction bands is 
large there are variations in the absolute intensity of the 
maxima and minima of interference with some ninina greater 
than some maxima. 
(ii) At the centre of the pattern where the width 
of the diffraction bands becomes of the same order as 
the interference fringes there is an alternation in the 
intensity of the interferencemaxina. 
(iii) The pattern is asymetric $ the first 
diffraction maxima of one side being greater than the 
first maxima of the other. 
P. Theory of the Fresnel Biprism Pattern 
The diffraction pattern is due 
to the straight edge presented to the incident wave by 
the vertex of the biprism. If the system be considered 
from the point of view of the two virtual sources then the 
vertex B (figI3) of the prism ABC presents a straight 
edge to the virtual source S!. Similarly9 vertex B of the 
prism ABD is a straight edge with respect to the virtual 
source Sx r • 
A straight edge diffraction 
pattern will arise therefore at the geometrical shadow 
of S1 with respect to B
 9 and a corresponding pattern 
will arise at the geometrical shadow of S M with respect 
to B. The extent with which 'these influence the * 
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cos2<^distribution will depend ofi the constants of the 
experinental arrangement. If they are such that the effect 
of the diffraction pattern is snail , thens at the centre 
of the pattern a true cos2 Y distribution will be observed 
Figure II 
The complete distribution can 
o-f 
be considered to be the superposition^wavefronts deforned 
by diffraction. The resultant amplitude at the point P' 
(fig. 13) will be that arising from the sum of the 
displacements of the two waves at this point with due 
regard to phase. 
Introducing the time factor 
into equation (I)
 ? the displacement at P due to the wave 
proceeding from the line source S1 is 
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in which it is assumed that a = a0 = 0. 
Since the wave front is symmetrical, 
the integration nay be'perf ormed over an element of the 
wavefront cljt - (fig 13). Also,if the enquiry be linited 
to points not too far from the geometrical shadow, the 
obliquity factor a j and the decrease of amplitude with 
distance nay be neglected. For large distances froa the 
geometrical shadow, the following treatment will represent 
the conditions approximately. Resorting to real quantities 
equation (I.a) becomes. 


3? 
to work with integral and half integral values cf fn'. 
The best procedure to follow 
is to determine v1 and vfl fron (I.g) for particular 
values of 'n'. Since ~1TF~ ^s constant, values of *%£*' 
nay be determined fron (I»h) and I.k depending upon 
whether 'n* is integral or half integral, and the values 
obtained plotted against 'n'. Figure 14 is such a plot in 
which the experimental values of figure ® were used. 
Its general characteristics 
are in harmony with figure 8. An , asymetrical plot in 
which the different intensities of the sources Sf and Sff 
was taken into account was not attempted. 
This asyrietry appears to arise 
in the Biprism itself, for it seemed to be independent of 
the alignement of the subsidiary components. Since it 
was considered to be a minor point a systematic attempt 
at determining its origin was not carried out. 
S. Fresnel Fringes with a Michelson Interferometer _ 
These intensity plots made it 
evident that if an automatic recording apparatus for fringe 
shifts was to be developed, some means of producing Fresnel 
fringes , free from diffraction must be used. The only 
method satisfying this condition appears to be a 
demonstration experiment of Michelson-^ , in which two 
mirrors at- right angles and a slit source at a very large 
distance is used.However, the standard three mirror system 
of Michelson can be adjusted to give a pure cos jr 
distribution* 
Tae fully silvered mirrors Mi 
and M^ (figure 15) are adjusted for white light fringes 
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using an extended source. This condition implies thafc 
the optical and linear paths to the nirrors are exactly 
equal. If the broad source is replaced by am illuminated 
slit and one or both of the fully silvered nirrcrs 
slightly turned about an axis perpendicular to the plane 
of the apparatus and parallel to the plane of the slit, 
two images of the slit are formed. Fresnel fringes nay 
then be observed by looking at the inages with a simple 
ocular. 
T'-.e beat fringe visibility is 
dependent on the images being parallel and vertical. This 
is most easily ensured by throwing white light onto the 
system and adjusting the tilt of the nirrors until the white 
localised fringes are- vertical with the central black frin% 
in the centre of the fully silvered nirror. 
The apparatus becomes a virtual 
Fresnel binirror. No diffraction occurs since the point 
of union in the system is itself virtual- If k be the 
distance of the slit from 'M! and B the distance of the 
eyepiece from M1 and 6 the angle between the mirrors 
then-
Where !x! is the width of a fringe. 
Figures 16, 17 and 18 are prints 
of interference patterns produced ny tnis method, in fig. it 
the fringes are quite broad while in fig. 18 they are quite 
narrow. Figures I99 20 and 21 are microphotometer traces 
of typical patterns . While the intensity tends to fall 
off for fringes of large order , diffraction is absent. 
Although the method involves both a division of wave 
£Ae ifrrnjes 
front and amplitude fall neither into the Twynan and Green 
nor the Fizeau class. They are a pure cos^type with the 
dark and bright fringes of equal widthj and approach the 
ideal of figure I
 9 chapter I. 
F» The Guest Interferometer . 
A consideration of FigureI5 will 
reveal that if the fully silvered mirrors are caused to 
fcotate on a circular arc the centre of which is at the 
half silvered edge of the bisecting mirror , then, the image 
of Mp namely M£ rotates in the opposite sense to Mj_. If, 
initially, the mirrors Mj_ and Ig are at right' angles , 
Mi and M£ rotate about an axis which remains on the optic 
axis cf the apparatus. Therefore the slit images remain 
symmetrically disposed about the optic axis and hence, the 
fringe of zero order remains central. 
Since it was felt desirable to 
be able to mount the interferometer on an optical bench, the 
design was carried out with this in mind. Figure22 is a 
photograph of the interferometer mounted on an optical 
bench. 
The supporting; pillar carries 
a circular plate, 10 cms in diameter. In a circular way 
of 8 cms in diameter on this plate ball bearings are set. 
An additional circular plate which carries the fully silvered 
mirrors rides on these balls, about the pillar as axis. 
On the top surface of this turntable are further balls 
in a ring Jems in diameter* A rectangular block to which 
the half silvered plate and the compensator are fixed 
presses on these balls end is locked to the pillar, fhv 
half silvered mirror can be adjusted so that the axis 
of the turntable passes through the silvered edge. 
To facilitate adjustment for white-light localised fringes 
one of the fully silvered mirrors is mounted on ways-It 
can be moved some two cms about the zero position- Rotation 
of the turntable is effected by means cf a tangent screw*. 
With it, any desired fringe separation can be attained. 
The mirror^ ag.st be opt$tmX3sf' 
flat. In the developemental model the mirrors used were 
m 
made from not very flat optical gl»$. With these9 it 
•was found that adjustments for high contrast between the 
light and dark fringes were very critical and unique 
for a given fringe width. The visibility could not be 
maintained for all angles. 
Now for a constant X and fringe 
width. 
While the inverse'proportion?^ ~' 
still holds the tolerance on broad fringes is doubled. 
1
 c
 •*-• That is . the optical tolerance 
is inversely proportional to the fringe width- T--c-
broader they are the more optically flat the mirrors 
must be. 
fringe width the tolerance is dirctly proportional tc 
the distance of the ^ yepiede fron the mirror MJ• 
Therefore the best experimental 
conditions for viewing the fringes are 
Ca) Mirrors flat to one tenth of a fringe 
(b) The primary slit at avery small 
distance fron the fully silvered mirror. This otn be 
effected by focussing a real image of the slit at some 
Which means that for a given 
5 m
th©re should not be an inherent change of order greater 
than one fourttr g the change in 6 due to the airrors 
not being optically flat must not be greater th?ns 
Since for optimum visibility 
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position close to the surface of the fully silvered 
mirrorg 
(c) Steo eyepiece at a large distance frdtt 
the mirror system. 
G» The Counting of Interference Fringes... 
At the tine of writing the 
optical flats for the rairrors have not been completed. 
However, test runs using the original nirrors have 
shown that the counting of fringes can he successfully 
.• performed. 
The output of the photonultiplior 
was,after amplification,fed into the trigger circuit of 
figure 23 which in turn was coupled to a scaler.Since 
the counting rate would not be nuch more than 20 fringes 
per second under normal conditions a high speed mechanical 
counter or a scale of two would be quite sufficient. 
H» The Interferometer as a RefTactometer 
The most popular forms of 
Li ? <K%v i. t\;i' r.'V'y-.e-'Vj.' OL £ « ' : c h t ii.cyl^.-/v -• 
Refractometer appear to be the Rayleigh and the Janin.^° 
Two others, namely the Ilach-Zehnder and the Michelson 
have been used but rarely. 
The Rayleigh , Jamin , and ftlach-
Zehnder are similar in that they make use of F.resnel-like 
fringes. The Michelson , however, employs circular fringes 
at infinity. In any method the accuracy of a determination 
is dependent on the error associated with the estimation 
of the centre of a fringe. 
T<:e peculiar disadvantage of 
the Rayleigh arises fron the use of two slits as the 
coherent sources. If these are separated by any great 
distance the fringes become extremely narrow . To some 
extent thia.fir-Dvefrofcne -by the use of a cylindrical 
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eyepiece,which, since it magnifies only in one plane 
effects a great savj^ tg in light but even so, the slit 
separation Units the size of the gas holders. 
Nevertheless, the great 
advantage of the Rayleigh lies in the use of a fiduciary 
set of fringes. When any displacement in the working 
fringes has taken place, an angular displacement of a 
compensating plate returns then to coincidence with the 
fiduciary set. When monochromatic light is used the zero 
order fringe is identified with the aid of white light 
fringes. Moreover, this: tacJiniqtie. has thcj further 
advantage that it is independent of any change in the 
system as a whole. It is claimed that with practice a 
setting to one fortieth of a wavelength can be achieved. 
Again since the Rayleigh employs slits it can be easily 
used for extended measurements with a rich source9 which 
is impossible with the other types where more or less 
broad sources are required. 
The Jamin interferometer in 
which the coherent beams arise by refraction and reflexion 
also limits the separation of tine gas holders. The 
chief difficulty is the one of making the plane parallel 
slabs of glass which must be uniform and of exactly equal 
thickness, .although the latter disadvantage , it is claimed, 
has been overcome,the use of a cross wire setting limits 
the accuracy of the instrunent not only through personal 
error but also through the fact th?t changes may have 
occurred in the system as a whole relative to the cress-
wire* 
The Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
which is designed about four plane parallel slabs of 
glass placed at the corners of a rectangle does not 
restrict the separation of the gas holders. However, 
like the Janin, it requires that the glass slabs be 
accurately plane and of equal thickness. Although, 
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there is no obvious reason why a fiduciary set of 
fringes cnuld not be employed the nethod used is that 
of cross-hair settings. 
Like the Mach-Zehnder the 
Michelson places no restriction on the separation of the 
gas holders but possesses' the additional advantage that 
since the light passes twice through: the holders it 
effectively doubles then. However9 the use of circular 
fringes caUsesthe determination of the fringe shift to be 
difficult since cross- wires or fiduciary fringes would 
nbt be practical. 
It nay be safely claimed that 
the Guest interferometer possesses the overall advantages 
of these refractoneters without any additional conplications. 
Since the Michelson mirror arrangement is employed, the 
fringe shift will be related to the the refractive index 
by 
2(^-I)L-= p\ 
where
 3 p, = refractive index 
L = length of the gas holder 
\ = the wavelength. 
k fiduciary fringe system may 
be easily arranged and aince a slit is used sources rich 
in lines can be accommodated. The fringe • separation 
can be varied at will by a slight turn of one or both 
of the fully silvered mirrors. 
Moreover since the light path 
is doubled the inherent accuracy is twice thf t of the 
Rayleigh. In addition since it is possible to count the 
fringe shift electronically and at the sane tine to 
record the distribution it may be possible by the use 
of very broad fringes to set on the centre of a fringe 
with a greater accuracy than one fortieth of a wavelength. 
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J. Conclusion 
It may be possible,using 
techniques similar to those developed in the course of 
this work, to make a close study of two phases of Physics 
which are of both theoretical and experinental importance? 
namely, 
(a) A redetermination of the Refractive Index 
of gases• 
(b) Michelson Visibility Curves with regard 
to line broadening and fine structure 
(a) In the first case, an accurate 
knowledgeof the refractive index of air has Spectroscopic 
applications. Again, there is still doubt as to the correct 
relation between the refractive index of a gas and its 
density especially when there is a temperature change. 
MoEeover, there appears to be some connection between the 
refractive index of an element and its position in the 
periodic table. 
A Refractometer using Fresnel 
fringes as in the Guest interferometer ayuld be easily 
designed. The best arrangement would be that of Vauti&r. 
where the various components are mounted on separate 
stands. The stands carrying the fiully silvered mirro:/s 
would need 
(i) AII arrangement for rotating the mirrors 
about a vertical axis• 
(ii) Rightangled levels and level adjustments «• 
(iii) Screw travels which moved one mirror 
along a line perpendicular to the plane of its face 
and the other along a line parallel to the pi joie of its 
face* The length of travel need not be more than 2cms. 
Tee stands could then be set at any distance determined 
by the el»e rf the gas holders. 
(b) The Michelson Interferometer used as 
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an instrument for studying the homogeneity of spect:;ai 
lines has been considered obsolete for fifty years * 
However, if resolving power fn considered to be the abi... 
to interpret the form or distribution of the source 
and not the abi!5' v to distinguish completely the 
components of a source then, the Michelson theoretically 
possesser unlimited resolving power. 
In essence9 Michelson1s nethod^9 
consisted in making visual estimates of the clearness 
or visibility of the fringes at various path differences' 
The visibility was defined by, w 
Where 
I = intensity of light at the centre of a 
max ° 
bright fringe 
Imi = Intensity of the light at the centre 
of an adjacent.dark fringe. 
so that the fringes had the greatc 
clarity whe-± V = I .^nd the least when V = 0. 
If the source were perfectly 
monochromaticthat is9 the line was mathematically sharp, 
a plot of the visibility for various path differences 
would fev^al a straight line. Since it is physically 
impossible to obtain a perfectly sharp line the visibilit 
curve observed is the resultant of those arising from 
a number of homogeneous sources of different intensities 
and frequencies. Hence9 practical procedure requires the 
analysis of the observed curve into its Fourier components 
Provided the oriigir.cil line or group of lines is syinnotr:' c -:. 
41 this will give a unique correct result? This analysis 
At} 
Michelson performed by means of his 'Harmonic Analyser1 
and with it was able to infer the character of prominent 
spectral lines with an accuracy that has not been exceeded 
mt 4-3 
Shortly after I9669the method 
lost face for reasons which are summarised best by 
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Mchelson himself. 
(a) '' It requires a very long tine to snake a set 
of observations and we can examine only one spectral line 
at a timet 
(b) The method of observation requires us to stop 
at each turn of the screw and note the visibility of the 
•fringes at each stopping place. 
(c) During the comparatively long time it takes to 
do this the character o:f the radiations may thenselves 
change. 
(d) There is troub]a translating the visibility 
curves incfc^  distribution curves . Hence it is easy for 
errors to creep in. 
Apart from these objections the 
high resolution instruments that were developed about this 
time by Fobry-Perot and Lunmer-Gehrcke led to its being 
discarded. Another difficulty with the method is that the 
circular fringes at infinity become very small when the 
path difference is large causing the visibility estimations• 
to be even harder. 
A method of surmounting this 
44 difficulty however, has been suggested by Lillians . 
He proposes the use of Twyman and Green fringes. ^  These 
fringes can £e arranged to any convenient size and 
provided the ways on which the mirror moves are sufficiently 
true keep the sane sepcratita independent of the path 
difference* this is equally true of Fresnel fringes 
obtained by the method of section E, 
Consequently, the photomultipli^' 
tube lends itself to attempting a direct record of &he 
visibility curve with simultaneous counting of fringes. 
Adapted tm studying the complexity of spectral lines it 
44 **"^ 
would most probably be only of historical interest 
but may rv'.^ sess possibilities iM the study of line 
broadening and the fine structure of Raman satelliteso 
±5 
CHAPTER IV 
The Photoelfrtric Recording of Stellar Transita* 
(A) Present Methods of Recording a Transit 
(i) Introduction 
When a star crosses the meridian the 
apparent sidereal tine at that instant is equal to the 
stars Right Ascension (RA). Consequently5 the deternination 
of time is limited by the accuracy with which the RA of the 
star is known* Conversely9 the accuracy with which the RA 
of a celestial body can be calculated is fixed inter 
alia by the accuracy with which the sidereal tine is 
known • 
Tiie transit instrument is especially 
designed for such work. It is a refracting telescope 
which has in the focal plane of its eyepiece an odd number 
of vertical wires. Its mounting is such that it is free to 
move only in the plane of the meridian and ideally9 the 
central wire always lies in this plane. Ir. practice3 the 
observer watches the passage of e star across the field 
and defines the instants that the star is bisected by a 
cross hair by transmitting pulses to a chronograph 
which simultaneously9 is receiving signals from the clock. 
These observations are usually 
made on the brighter stars,called the clock stars, whose 
transits have been recorded over many years, T^ e accuracy 
of their positions has been repeatedly improved by 
successive approximation so that by using them to determine 
the transit instent, the error of the clock can be inferred? 
Consequently9if the rate of the clock bo calculated by 
observations of the sane star on consMUtivc nights the 
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differences of EA between pairs of stars can be obtained. 
Thus9 a series of differences of RA can be obtained. In 
this manner
 3 with any given instrument., a series of star 
places can be observed and by comparing observations at 
different epochs the proper motions of the stars can be 
deduced. 
The advance in the means of 
keeping time has been such as to outstrip the means by 
which it is determined. The pendulum and crystal clocks now 
in use are such that intervals of tierce-can be measured. to 
within a few parts of a millionth of a second. On the other 
hand? the internal probable error of a transit observation 
is at least ten milliseconds. 
Although these clocks have 
extremely high precision they are not freefrom sudden 
changes of rate and small irregular fluctuations in rate. 
These irregularities which may be of the order of 10 to 
20 milliseconds cannot be determined accurately by 
observations which may be in error by as much as JO 
milliseconds and which are spaced irregularly with 
sometimes >#aps of days. It follows that any narked 
improvement in the accuracy with which stellar transits 
are recorded would lead to a befeter contDol of these 
irregular fluctuations. 
(ii) The Sources of Error 
The principal sources of 
innacuracy associated with time determinations are due to 
(a) Instrumental Errors 
(b) The Observer 
While instrumental errors in most cases are the chief 
source of error attempts are being made to design 
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instruments which reduce them to the second order. Indeed, 
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the Zenith tube in which the instrumental errora are 
reduced to a minimum has- been in use for a nunber of yes^s* 
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Nevertheless5 the inaccuracies associated with the observer 
nay vary from night tp night or even during the course 
of a series of observations. They can be ascribed to two 
causes-
(i) The Personal Equation 
(ii) The Magnitude effect. -
(i) T":-.e Personal Equation 
The most popular transit instrument 
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makes use of an !limpersonal fl micrometer eyepiece- As the 
star moves into the aperture the observer bisects it with 
a guide wire and follows it across the field. T^ e guiding 
can be either manually controlled or motoe driven with the 
observer manipulating a fine control- At intervals defined 
by the revolution of the drive
 5 electrical contact is made 
and the pulses fed to the chronograph. 
The personal error has been ascribed, 
to4? 
(a) Bisection Error 
(b) Following Error 
The former arises when the wire is set to the right or left 
of the centte of the image, irrespective of the direction of 
notion of the star in the field. Provided the angular error 
of bisection is independent of the spedd of the star
 ? this 
error is proportional to sec S 9 where & is the declination 
The latter occurs if in the observation of the moving 
image the wire is systematically set either in front or 
behind the centre of the image. It also varies as see 8 . 
For the majority of observers the 
bisection error is larger than the following error . Where 
the greatest accuracy is desired , it is necessary tm 
teternine the absolute personal Equation of the observer. 
SfiftJUs may be done by a personal equation machine which makes 
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use of an artificial star. 
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(ii) The Magnitude Effect 
This effect is systematic and 
depends on the brightness of the star observed, faint
 stars 
being judged correspondingly late compared to bright ones. 
It is peculiar to the tap r&hod of observing and is of very 
little importance if an impersonal nicrometer is used. The 
equation is also a fmnction of sec o * 
In order to overcome these 
sources o f inaccuracy there have been many attempts to 
design entirely impersonal instruments. While many possess 
distinct advantages they themselves tend to introduce new 
errors and are in general complicated and expensive 
arrangements. As has been mentioned,the photographic zenith 
tube has proved the most successful of these attempts. 
Its disappointing feature however9 is that it requires the 
observation of stars much fainter than the standard clock 
stcrs which means that their postions are not so accurately 
known. 
It would be a distinct advance if 
some means of impersonally recording a stellar transit could 
be developed. T^ e Photomultiplier offers a solution which 
if successful could be easily and economically adapted for 
use with existing instruments. 
(B) Stefelar Magnitudes Visible to a Photomultiplier tube 
attached to a *yhlT Refractor. 
If it is to be possible to follow 
.up the ideas of Chapter I the Photomultiplier tubo must be 
capable of giving easily detectable currents from the clock 
stars, which arbitrarily will be assumed to be not less th^n 
the 6th magnitude. TTe tubes used in this work -were found to 
possess a dark current of the order of 10 arn^re so tV I 
the following discussion this value will be assumed. It is 
also inherent in the discussion that the multiplier is bcin.;;. 
operated with sufficient overallvolt^ge to make the noise 
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level a function only of the cathode current and the 
seeing cor><Mtior>p. Conseguently using the results of 
Chapter II the signal to noise ratio is given by 
\rij~{£, *< (**^)+ *%-*W* — (i) o 
Consideration nf the dimensions 
of equation (i) shows that A must have the dimensions of 
Time. One figure given for A at Mt Hamilton U.S.A. is 
a 5* 
2 x 10 J seconds- This from the point of view of order 
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corresponds to values of 10 seconds at Utrecht. From 
personal observations on a Cathode Ray Oscillograph at 
Sydney the scintillation frequency appears to be og the 
order of hundredths of a second. Consequently, a value of 
-2 
10 seconds for A will be assumed. 
Since the sensitivity of the 
Sb-Cs surface of the 93I-A is about 10 jianpere per luuen 
equation (ii) nay be written in terns of luminous flux as 
If ' n1 be the magnitude of a 
star and rD' the aperture in inches of the telescope then3 
53 the light flux xn lunens is given by 
TJierefores 
Now there will be sone value 1^ 
of I for which 
s 
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Specifically, this neans thrt for 
stars smaller in magnitude than 'm^1 the tube noise 
limits the accuracy .of measurement. On the c*~her hand when 
magnitude of the star is greater than *u ' the precision 
is determined by the degree of seeing. This limit may be 
reduced by 
(a) Increasing the aperture of the telescope 
(b) Decreasing the thermionic dark current 
(c) Confining observations to stars of fairly 
high altitude. 
When D = 5^! ' and It = 10 
ampere the seeing noise of a 5»8 magnitude star will be 
equal to the phototube noise while reducing the dark current 
-15 to 10 ampere requires an 8.1 magnitude star to set the 
I . (i.a) 
Also since the reciprocal of the relative root mean square 
error of measuremnnt is equal to the signal to noise ratio 
the probable error of a measurement is given by3 
(i.b) 
This means that on a particular night , for a given 
declination the probable error is independent of the oa&ni'H**' 
of the star but directly proportional to the band width of 
the measuring equipment. 
On theother hand for stars less 
than 'i^' ^ _j£ 
& ~ 
so that-, for a given tend ^ jtftb the probable error of a singJe 
observation increases with zenith distance in case A but 
w,|+**.#rcTM*Jru? aagnitude in case B. 
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Since the minimum stellar 
magnitude visible with a telescope of aperture D is given 
approximately by
 ? 
n = 9 + 5 logI0 D 
the minimum magnitude visible i ith a 5tf ' Refractor is 
12.7. Consequently, the calculated value of a is well 
within the visible limits of the telescope, and although 
the efficiency of the multiplier is only half that of the 
telescope it will give recognisable outputs from stars of 
the sixth magnitude or greater. 
Since the efficiency of the 
Multiplier is a function of the bandwidth of the fallowing 
amplifier *nd the dark current of the tube it can be 
considerably increased by reduction of one of both of these 
factors. 
IT? photometers where use is 
maQe of light chopping methods or the incident beam is 
from an AC source the band width is determined by that of 
the EC amplifier. The noise equations differ only by the 
introduction of a modulation factor- It is possible to des"'^ n 
such an amplifier with g bandwidth of I cps - -nd with 
special regard to stability oven as low as G.I cps
 9 but: 
this appears to be the ultimate limit. 
"with a direct current method 
the band width is equal to one quarter the reciprocal 
of the delay constant of the galvanometer, while in an 
integrating xaethod where condensers are charged it is 
equal to the reciprocal of the time of charging. If long 
time constants are satisfactory then the band width can be 
made very small. i*ga£m , if electron counting is employed 
the band width can be made as small as one pleases since H 
is inversely proportional to tfe® time of a count. 
Each and every one of these 
methods can be used for wosifc %ith low levels of li&ht. 
p 
By its very nature , however, the transit problen precludes 
the use of an integrating nethcd. Since *t is concerned 
with instcnts a direct coupling method must be used. This 
necessity was the catiLse of the principal difficulty. 
(C) The Telescope and its alianonent 
The telescope on "which all this ~Sm% 
was perforned was a 5'i',! refracting equatorial. It was erected 
on the Western tower of the Physics building where, except 
for a few dgrees of arc to tie south, the night sky could 
be covered fron horizon to zenith. 
Tv,e equatorial nounting has two 
degrees of freedonu One describes the declination circle0 
the other traces the hour circle. When aligned correctly 
the setting of the two circles at values derived fron 
star charts of tables places the celestial object in the 
centre of the field of view. 
Briefly, the sllg&L&g involved 
(a) Rough setting of the polar axis in the plane of 
the neridian and levelling of the pillar. 
(b) Fine adjustments on recognisable stellar objects * 
lying in the ueridian and equatorial planes. 
Per our work an accuracy of sone thirty seconds of arc in 
declinatirn and sone thirty seconds of tiae in hour angle 
were deen^d satisfactory. With these, reliable settings coM 
be nade«. 
(D) Photonultiplier Tube Housing and Accessories. 
Tc deliver the high tension a 
conventional voltage doubler was built. It was capable <of 
delivering 1100 volts ninus. The output of the doubler 
was fed to a stabiliser and as finally operated the volt-age. 
per stage could be varied between 60 and 100 volts. Thes^ 
circuits are considered in nore detail in Appendix*I. 
Thm tube housing is based on the 
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designs of Strong, Kron and Bowe. Figuse 24 is a drawing of 
the housing while figures 2? and 26 show it attached to the 
telescope- The steel Bowden-like cable held the supply leads 
to each dynode and plugged into the stabiliser. T^.e anode 
lead was a separate shielded wire. 
(E) Astronomical Observations 
(i) Prelininary 
The initial observations were b> 
means of a moving mirror galvanometer. The method followed 
in most of this work was tc set the telescope a little off 
the star in H»A. with the driving clock going. The tube 
housing was swung into line with the eyepiece, clamped, and 
the light tight cover slipped into place. When the instrtur.e:.i"';~ 
had been adjusted the clock was stopped and the passage of 
the star watched by its record! on the galvanometer. The net'; 
result of the preliminary observations indicated that some 
amplification of the current was necessary if the transit 
faint stars was to be attempted. 
The amplifier chosen was in basi^ 
a Bridge type direct-coupled circuit which allowed the 
balancing out of both the dark current and the ni^ht-sky 
background• 
More transits were now recorded. 
The recording instrument in this case was a microammeter-
The responses were encouraging but were found to contain 
two complications, 
(i) As the star moved lengthwise along the 
cathode pulses of current were exhibited. 
(ii) As the star moved widthwise across the 
cathode the number of pulses was reduced but the tube w a s 
effective for only part of the field of view. 
It was obvious that the pulses wa&e 
due to t&e dis&ppearnce of the image behing the wife grid-like 
5U. 
shield placed by design, in front of the cathode. This shield 
is made up of a number of wires zigzagging along the length 
of the cathode which explained the greater number of pulses 
coming from a lengthwise stellar movement. As can be seen from 
figure 2Sf , the ideal position of the cathode is at the plane 
of the exit pupil, for in this position the minimum movement 
of the image during a transit occurs. 
This could be arranged by projecting 
the exit plane of the eyepiece onto the plane of the cathode. 
The simplest way of doing this was found to be the setting of 
a two lens cell in the tube between the eyepiece and the 
cathode. The focal length of the lens was designed to be 
a quarter of the distance between the cathode and the exit 
pupil, It was placed so that, as closely as possible the 
centre of its principal planes was half way beteen them. In 
sueh a position the exit pupil of the telescope was imaged 
on the cathode at unit magnificationB This meant that the 
angle subtended by the cathode width at the centre of the exit 
pupil was now much greater than the apparent field of view of 
any of the available eyepieces* 
1
 -*— Sc v*\ S -
Consequently, by set t ing the tube 
housing so as to give a widthwise mov^meQt of the s t e l l a r 
image across the cathode not only was the tube effedtive 
over the whole of the f ie ld but also the pulses were 
eliminated* 
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To test the effect without recourse 
to night observations an artificial transiting apparatus 
was devised. An artificial star, consisting of a pinhole 
in front of the slit of a spectrometer served thr purpose. 
The tube housing was mounted on a lathe travel and the light-
tight cover slipped over the eyepieee of §he spectrometers 
telescope. The table of the spectrometer was covered with 
a dark: cloth making the pinhole the only source of light. 
With this arrangement, screwing of the lathe travel took: 
the telescope with it and the resultant effect was similar 
to stellar motion across the field* No pulsesfrom the shield 
were seen and since the field of view of this eyepiece was 
much greater than those of the telescope the optical system 
was considered to be satisfactory. 
(ii) Cross Hairs. 
In order to observe the effect of 
a star passing behind a cross hair , several of them were placed 
in the focal planes of the eyepieees of the spectrometer 
and the telescope. The output of the amplifier was taken to 
the Y plates of a Cathode Ray Oscillograph. 
Since qiiite def ini te kicks were 
obtained with the a r t i f i c i a l t r ans i t s night observations 
were recommenced. The procedure was essentialy the same as 
before the only change was to balance out the night sky 
before the clock was stopped. 
The nocturnal observatinns revealed 
that the laboratory t r ans i t s had been performed at much too 
great a r a t e . In prac t ice ,a complicated noise pat tern 
appeared on the screen as the star entered the f ie ld of view 
while the passage of a star behind a cross hair resulted in 
a slow return to the c o n d i t i o giving a quiescent t race. As 
the s tar re-appeared so did the noise without any sign of 
a kick. 
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The amplitude of these fluctuations 
was up to 75% of the mean intensity. Although, the time 
occupied b^r a single fluctuation was quite random it was of 
the order of a few hundredths of a second. They were similar 
for stars of different magnitudes and occurred even when the 
image as seen through the telescope seemed steady to the eye. 
Up to now the aim had been to obtain 
pulses the rise and fall of whiah would be fast enough to 
enable the instant of bisection by a cross hair to be 
determined from them. It had become obvious that if the 
method was to succeed the pulses would have to be sharpened 
and the efeet of stellar scintillation reduced* In an attempt 
to do this the three stage direct coupled amplifier of fig 2^ 
was built. It was so designed that wh^n the star was in the 
field the amplifier was biassed beyond cut-off. It was hoped 
that as the star went behind a cross hair the time of switch 
to the!no signal condition would be small compared to the 
scintillation frequency. In actual practice the intensity 
distribution appeared somewhat like figure 2d 
If the r i s e time of the pulse 
could be made small in comparison with the in tens i ty 
f lucteat ions due to twinkling then i t would be possible 
to t r i p a tr igger c i rcu i t at some point in the r i a e anfl 
f a l l of tke pulse as outlined in chapter I . I t was obvious 
that any such attempt with the dis t r ibut ion of the above 
figure would r e su l t in spurious pulses from the trigger 
c i r cu i t at such points as *$*, •b 1 , fc f e tc . 
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Wit fat the classical method of recording 
a transit, direct coupling gives a negative output pulse 
which for the majority of the time is complicated by noise. 
On the other hand the use of a biassed amplifier gives 
positive pulses the rise and fall of which are slow when 
compared to the scintillation frequency. It was felt that if 
positive intensity pulses were used some hope of success 
might be entertained* As a consequence, it was decided to 
replace the ! cross hair - biassed amplifier'arrangement 
with an opaque graticule on which fine lines had been ruled. 
Since the width of these lines would be small the cathode 
would be energised only so long as some part of the stellar 
image were on the slit, >Vhen the star was behind the opaque 
portions of the graticule the output of the Photomultiplier 
would be zero. 
(iii) The Use of a Slit Graticule 
The graticules were designed as in 
figure S13 In the first place a chemical silvering method 
was tried to give the required opacity. Although smooth edged 
slits could be ruled with this coating trouble from pin holes 
led to it.being discarded in favour of a black lacquer. The 
lines were ruled on this while it was wet. On some of them 
side windows were left to facilitate the sighting and the 
f to ao 
focussing of the s ta r . They were placed in the focal plane of 
the Huygenian eyepieces, 
, Observations were recommenced using 
these gra t icu les and in addition the highly s table direct 
coupled amplifier of figure O^ which our previous work 
had revealed as a necessity. The outsat fcf th is amplifier 
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was placed on the TYT p la tes of the Cathode Ray Oscillograph. 
Althoughthe pulses appeared a lo t sharper they were s t i l l 
complicated by noise and since i t was d i f f icu l t to decide 
the true nature of the pulse i t was decided £o record thera 
on a Chronograph. 
The cathode ray spot was fooussed 
by means of a photographic objective onto sensi t ised paper 
fixed to a drum which revolved with a peripherial speed of 
the order of a centimetre per second. Figure El i s a typical 
trace recorded by € Pegasi ( m <=&$&)'* in the bottom trace 
the gain of the amplifier was set to overload and give a 
f l a t top* In the other t race , which i s of the same s t a r , 
the gain was reduced below the overload value. Fortunately, 
the par t icular night chosen happened to be one of exteemely 
poor seeing conditions and figure 3{t which i s the trace of 
#(,ACLuilae clearly reveals bhe effect of s c i n t i l l a t i o n . 
Figure 33 i s another trace of £ Pegasi obtained by revolving 
the drum by hand at a speed sufficient to resolve the 
twinkling. I t s random nature is evident. These traces c lear ly 
show that any attempt to trigger a pulse would be 
unsuccessful. 
However the records, even as they 
gfcand represent a good s t a t i s t i c a l average. For example 
i f the four points ?Ar fBT *C! and TD* on each pulse are 
—sf 
considered a probable error of 0#I x ( 1| n ) seconds 
where !nT is the number of pulses would result, since; these 
points may be quite easily, read to 0.1 seconds. In fact for 
this particular trace the probable erron is about 22 
milliseconds. In order to facilitate the readings time 
markers , consisting of 0.2 second pulses were fed onto 
the same plates as the signal. In additi ->n graticules 
possessing more lines were prepared. 
Renewed observations gave tracks 
such as figure 3^"- There are nine traces in track I and 
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and 19 in track §m The separation in the latter case is 
really too small and begins to approach the crosshair 
method where the star is energising the cathode for longer 
than it does not. 
Besides the twinkling difficulty 
another factor, which hitherto had not been considered 
was shown to be important if not the most'important effect. 
It was the size of the stellar image. The ideal case of 
Chapter I is based on the movement of a source of uniform 
brightness, while, the image by its very nature could never 
satisfy this condition a good objective would produce an 
image consisting of a bright central maximum surrounded 
by several weaker maxima. The image produced by the 5i" 
refractor was poor with chromatic and comatic aberration 
peedominating. ^ae objective was checked and found to be 
improperly centred. After alignement it was put back into 
position. Although, there appeared to be a slight improvement 
the image was still poor and to effect further improvement 
the objective was stopped down to approximately 2". While 
this was rewarded with further success the image was still 
far from ideal. 
The type of trace resulting is 
shown in figure 35. Unfortunately, it was a very windy night 
and since the telescope was unprotected the dancing of the 
image from vibration sometimes occurred in the direction 
of motion of the star producing a sharp pulse as at 'B'. 
However, seeing conditions aside 
•tt®®e traces revealed that any attempt to fulfill the aim 
of Chapter I would be unsuccessful^ Nevertheless the traces 
even as they stand can be read to a probable error of 10 
to 30 milliseconds which is of the aame order as the 
visual methods and only a little greyer than the photographi 
zenith §ube. 
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Conclusion 
Although i t cannot be claimed that 
the metho'd i s ent i re ly successful there are several features 
which riiatee i t not wholly unsatisfactory. While the s c i n t i l -
l a t ion effect appears to be the predominating d i f f icu l ty 
the real fbete noir ! i s the s ize of the s t e l l a r image* 
due to the poor optics possessed by the telescope* Even 
traces such a sfigure 36 present a very good average 
from which a t r a n s i t estimation with a probable error of 
30 milliseconds may be quite readi ly obtained. Since the 
image is so poor the r i s e time of the pulse i s slow 
because the cabhode begins to be energised long before the 
centra l maximum of the image i s reached. I t follows that 
with a well defined image th is r i s e time would be reduced. 
With proper bias the secondary maxima would not be recorded. 
This increase in the slope of the pulse would most 
cer ta inly lead to a reduction in the noise. Consequently, 
a t rans i t instrument possessing good optics should under 
good seeing conditions produce pulses on which par t icular 
points could be read to less than 0.1 seconds. Even for 
th is estimate an eyepiece which could accomodate 16 s l i t s 
and a record on which six readings per pulse were made 
would infer an errorof 10 milliseconds. If in te rna l ly 
consistent th is wou^ .d represent a d is t inc t advance. I t 
might even be possible to determine the exact form of the 
in tens i ty d is t r ibut ion which in comparison with the 
observed d i s t r i bu t i -n over a ser ies of observations might 
lead to a recognition of in ternal consistencies* and a 
further increase $B the accuracy. 
Besides considerations of accuracy 
the impersonality of such a method has desirable features* 
Errors arising from observational fat igue and physiological 
aamd methodical differences between observers wofirld 
disappear. 
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Since it is well within the 
capability of a Photomultiplier tube to produce working 
currents from those stars the positions of which are 
accurately known the disadvantage of the Photographic 
Zenith tube would be overcome. Moreover its ability to 
detect such stars without refrigeration means that its 
mounting on any telescope would be relativelly simple 
and light, 
v/hile this attempt, as it stands 
cannot be said to be completely successful, it is 
felt that even with its inherent difficulties the 
photoelectric recording of stellar transits is 
feasible. Further work under better optical and positional 
conditions might prove it to be quite practicable. 
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, Appendix 
The Electronic Circuits 
The various chapters •• - -
indicate that the accent in th is work has been s t a b i l i t y 
at low frequencies. The logical approach to low fsequencies 
i s by *neans of direct coupled c i r c u i t s . Unfortunately, 
d i rect coupling fron i t s very nature introduces i n s t a b i l i t y . 
Moreover, besides wishing to c^unt at low frequencies, the 
desire to record the instant of t r a n s i t withheld the normal 
procedure of current integration, consequently, regu la t ion 
and s tab i l iza t ion had to be introduced to a high degree. 
(A) ^he Power Supply = 
The Photomultiplier requires some 
1000-1200 overall vo l t s . To supply th is the conventional 
voltage doubler c i rcui t of figure 3} was bu i l t . The voltage 
delivered was negative with respect to ground. The rect ifying 
tubeslwere Mercury f i l l ed of Japanese design and to guard 
against accidental contact in the dark the whole supply 
was completely enclosed in a sheet metal cover.-
Besides inherent noise , f luctuations 
in gain due to variat ions in the supply can become 
troublesome. Tn reduce th is effect two s t ab i l i za t ion devices 
are employed. The f i r s t i s an instantaneous mains s tab i l izer 
known as the !Stabi lac S 1000 B/2 . This ensures an 
input supply to the doubler which i s independent of 
variat ions in the main. 
The c i r cu i t of Figure 38 s t ab i l i zes 
the output of tht doubler.. I t i s essent ia l ly that of Dieke, 
and works on the regenerative amplifier p r inc ip le . A 
Potantiornetric control allows .•J,o..f(- a dynode voltage 
variation- of about 10 vol ts per stage... The voltage per 
stage can be varied between 60 and 100 vol t s per stage by 
shorting the required number of VE 150 ' tubes. 
1 Uanufactured by Stabilac Propriety Ltd. U9 York St. Sydney 
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The stabilisation was of the order of 1% for a 20$ input 
variation which although not as good as expected was 
sufficient for the developemental work. 
The feed to the phototube was 
by separate lead to each dynode. The 10 leads were enclosed 
in a steel Bowden-like cable some 20ft long and directly 
attached to the tube housing. The photographs of the 
housing in position on the telescope show part of it. A 
separate shielded anode lead was used to cut down §s much 
as possible on the leakage paths. 
It is now felt that a series of * 
dropping resistors about the pins of the socket is a better 
way of supplying the tube. It has proved quite satisfactory 
in another application in the department. It was found that 
by removing the anode lug from the socket and attaching 
the lead directly to the anode pin a reduction of the 
order of 10 in the dark current occured. Removal of the 
anode pin altogether has been advised but this was never 
tried. • 
(B) Amplifiers. , _ 
During the developemental work 
three different approaches were made to the problem of 
subsidiary amplification. In order the circuits were 
(a ) Bridge Type 
(b) Biassed Type 
( c ) Negative Feed Back Type 
( a ) The Bridge Type F ig .57 
I t i s h ighly d e s i r a b l e whfcn 
us ing the Pho tomul t ip l i e r wmth d i r e c t coupled c i r c u i t s 
t o have some means of balancing out t he d i r e c t component 
of the dark c u r r e n t . In t h i s type zero balance was effected 
by t h e use of matched 6J7G- tubes arranged i® a b r idge 
c i r c u i t . The ga in proving i n s u f f i c i e n t an A,C s t age 
was l a t e r added through long t ime c o n s t a n t s . Although 
m 
i t proved useful in thb early work i t s s t a b i l i t y as can 
be seen from figure o was very poor. 
_(.k)_Biassed Amplifier Figure 2g 
The di f f icul ty arisng out of 
twinkling led to the design of th is amplifier. By means of 
the I megohm input potentiometer the bias could be 
adjusted to compensate for the different s t e l l a r 
magnitudes. When compensation had been effected the 
voltage of the cathode of the 6B6 was adjusted by means 
of the 10K potentiometer un t i l the tube cut-off. This 
gave a quiescent trace on the Cathode Ray Oscillograph 
while the star was in the f ie ld . As the sutput of the 
Photomultiplier dropped due to the eclipsing effect of 
the cross hair th t 6B6 tube began to draw current. The 
exact posit ion where th is occured depended of course on 
thu bias se t t ing . I t s s t a b i l i t y however was questionable 
and as has been explained the method was unsuccessful. 
With fringe counting in mind 
the extra ELgNG- power stage was added. I t was intended 
to use i t to make and break a mechanical counter. 
( c) Negative Peed Back - Push Pull Type Fig flt <3 
This c i rcu i t i s based on one 
used by Eron-5 for s t e l l a r photometry. I t possesses i t s 
own regulated power supply which del ivers the necessary 
+ 2I4O, -4-108 and -100 vo l t s . Regulation i s achieved by 
a regenerative amplifier arrangement which causes any 
change in the; 2I4O vol ts output to be ref lected as a 
change of potential of opposite sign at the pfte of the 
6J7G- which applied to the grid of the 6v6 leads to 
compensation for the i n i t i a l change. 
The amplifier i t a e l f i s a three 
stage direct coupled c i rcu i t with each component in the 
primary side matched by a component in thfe secondary side* 
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Originally, there was only one double t r iode of the 
6SN7 type. I t was found however, that i f the metBr 
resis tence f e l l below IOK ohms the amplifier became 
ubs&able. This i n s t a b i l i t y was reduced by putting 
another 6SN7 in p a r a l l e l , and the meter across i t . This 
in effect separates <§he output stage from the feedback 
and balance stage. 
The amount of negative feedback 
can be controled by the series of r e s i s to r s arranged 
about the feedback switch. The minimum gain and maximum 
feedback occurs whBB there i s a high resis tence across 
the switch which means that the amplifier i s most s table 
when the gain i s l e a s t . The dark current is balanced 
out by means of the potentiometer P^  while s l ight 
mis-matches in the components are balanced out by means 
of P2« The input components are well shielded to reduce 
i n s t a b i l i t y due to pickup. 
Owing to the high dark current 
of the Photomultipli^rs used a oomlete balance could not 
be achie-red in the high gain positions,when the 10 megohm 
input res is tor was employed. I t was found necessary to 
include a subsidiary battery potentiometer. 
,# 
( e) The Trigger Circuit Fie) 23 
The trigger c i rcu i t i s a direct 
copy of the one described by Yu^°. I t i s a di rect 
coupled regenerative amplifier possessing two s table 
s t a t e s . Plate current flows in only one tube at a 
time and can be caused to transfer abruptly from one 
tubb to the other. I t s peculiar advantage i s that i t 
can be d i rec t ly coupled to a leading c i r cu i t and the 
swit0l&ing takes place as soon as a c r i t i c a l input 
voltage i s reached. I t t r iggers on whan th i s voltage 
i s reached and off at a valuta a l i t t l e below i t . The 
part icular c i r cu i t shown gives a 50volts output pulse 
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for a difference of input vtbltage of as l i t t l e as •§• vol ts . 
This i s the e i r cu i t that was used 
in the t r i a l runs of fringe counting* I t s ab i l i ty to 
deal with input frequencies of a few cycles per second 
makes i t the most important tool of the fringe sounting 
technique. A modification suggested by Yu which enables 
the c i rcu i t to be set to tr igger on and off at the same 
point on the input pulse was being bu i l t at the time of 
writ ing. I t will be used in the further developement of 
the fringe counting programme. 
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